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Industry Standard
– Available Cinema
The film industry’s total solution for Available Cinema, which makes it
possible for people with visual impairment or reading and writing difficulties
to experience film at the cinema with synchronized playback of audio
description and/or spoken subtitles using an application on their mobile
device.
This Industry Standard describes the film industry’s total solution for Available Cinema, and
specifies in detail the measures which players in the film industry need to take to ensure that
people with impairments can experience a film with audio description and/or spoken subtitles.
The industry Standard is primarily intended for:
Film distributors
Post-producers
Audio track producers
Application developers
Cinema owners and other players who screen films

The document also outlines accessibility to film in general, as well as film’s path to today’s digital
cinema.
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1 About the Government Assignment Available Cinema
The number of cinema admissions has remained relatively constant over the past 15 years, with
around 15-17 million admissions a year. In 2014 the figure was 16.3 million. There are however
groups in society that have little opportunity to fully experience film at the cinema, such as people
with varying degrees of visual impairment, people with hearing impairment and people with
reading and writing difficulties.
Film should, like other culture, be accessible to everybody. For people with visual impairment, the
film is made accessible by audio description, whereby events and settings in a film are described
and read out alongside the film’s dialogue and other sound. For people with hearing impairment,
film is made accessible with Swedish subtitles for the dialogue (i.e. also for Swedish language
films), or by using the hearing loop in the cinema. Foreign films become accessible to people with
reading and writing difficulties if the subtitles are spoken.
There are already routines in place for adding Swedish subtitles to both foreign and Swedish films,
while audio description has only been available on certain DVD titles or conducted live at
predetermined film screenings. However, to date no films have been provided with spoken
subtitles.
In June 2011, the government commissioned the Swedish Film Institute and the Swedish Post and
Telecom Authority to develop a technical solution for transmitting recorded audio tracks for audio
description and spoken subtitles synchronized with the film’s sound to the cinema-goer via a
suitable receiver system. By gathering market intelligence and evaluating proposals for technical
solutions, the government assignment managed by the Swedish Film Institute under the name
Tillgänglig Bio/Available Cinema has found and developed a solution based on audio recognition,
a solution that does not require any installation in the cinema projection room.
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3 Terms and Definitions
Android is an open mobile operating system primarily for smartphones and tablets.
Android library file: contains functions that facilitate the further development of the Android
operating system.
API/API call/API key: An application programming interface/API is a specification of how
applications/application programs can use and communicate with a specific software component.
The software component is normally comprised of a set of functions that are available for an
application to invoke through what are known as ‘API calls’. An API key is often used as a
parameter in an API call to access usage and communication through the API.
Apple Inc.: Generally called simply Apple, an American computer and home electronics company
founded in 1976.
Application: An application is the practical application (application program) of a solution,
packaged to be user-friendly. An application might for example be a mobile application, a cloud
service or another web application. In this Industry Standard, the application must be able to run
on a mobile device, and to use the software module developed within the framework of Available
Cinema.
App Store is a marketplace for new programs for mobile devices running the iOS operating
system, such as iPhone and iPad.
Blu Ray (disc) is a format for digitally storing large volumes of data, including films and games. It
is an extension of DVD but with the same physical size.
DCI System Specification is a list of specifications aiming to achieve uniformity in the film
industry with regard to handling, distributing and playing digital material in digital cinemas.
www.dcimovies.com/specification/index.html
DCP A Digital Cinema Package, which contains the digital files that make up a whole film.
Desktop application: A program that can run independently on a stationary or portable computer.
Unlike a web-based program which has to be run via a web browser.
DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) is a digital optical storage medium that has replaced video tapes and
video discs. A DVD can contain film, music or data files. The successor to the DVD is the Blu
Ray disc.
Fingerprint: (acoustic fingerprint) is a digital irreversible transformation (through a specific
fingerprint algorithm) of an audio signal, used for example to identify an audio sample or compare
two audio signals to each other.
4
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FPS: Frames per second, a measure of how quickly a film is played back. There are many
different standard frame rates for film. The most common rate at cinemas is 24 fps, while for film
on TV and DVD it is 25 fps.
Google Play is a marketplace for new programs for mobile devices running the Android operating
system.
GUI is the standard abbreviation for Graphical User Interface.
iOS (previously known as iPhone OS) is an Apple operating system for use on Apple’s mobile
devices iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch but also for Apple TV. iOS is a slimmed-down version of the
OS X operating system and the two systems share many technologies.
iOS framework: a well-developed library of functions that facilitate the further development of
the iOS operating system.
kbps: kilobits per second
Audio recognition technology is essentially when the film’s sound is converted into a fingerprint
(using a specific fingerprint algorithm) linked to the position/time code in the film. This
fingerprint with the time code becomes a kind of audio comparison file. During a film screening,
the Available Cinema audio recognition solution captures part of the film’s sound and converts it
with the same fingerprint algorithm into a comparative audio pattern, which can then be compared
to the audio comparison file to find the best match. When the best match is found, the
position/time code in the film where the audio pattern was found is delivered. Problems can arise
when a film has a dominant sound (where it is otherwise quite quiet) that occurs often in the film,
since it is not certain under these circumstances that the best match occurs at the current point in
the film.
Audio comparison file: the film sound’s fingerprint linked to the film’s time code is called an
audio comparison file.
Audio comparison package: the audio tracks for audio description and/or spoken subtitles along
with the film sound’s audio comparison file are jointly called the film’s audio comparison
package.
Macintosh (Mac): a brand of personal computer made by American computer company Apple
Inc.
Mobile device: the mobile device is the receiver unit that the viewer must have if they wish to
experience a film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles. The mobile device
may be a smartphone, a tablet or possibly a laptop computer. The device must have an outlet for
headphones.
MP3 is used as a standard for compressing digital audio and is perhaps the most common standard
for music files on the Internet. When recording with the MP3 standard, it is possible to choose
different data speeds expressed in kilobits per second (kbps), which correspond to different levels
of sound quality.
MPEG-1 is a group of standards for coding and compressing audio and video from the Moving
Picture Experts Group. The popular audio format MP3 belongs to this group, its full name being
MPEG-1 audio layer 3. Most computers and DVD players can play this MPEG-1 format.
Operating system: the system of specific programs that form the link between the mobile device
and the application programs/applications the user wishes to run on the mobile device.
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OS X is a family of closely related operating systems developed by Apple (American computer
and home electronics company), pre-installed on all their personal computers (Macintosh).
PTS: the Swedish Post and Telecom Authority.
SFI: the Swedish Film Institute
Smartphone: an advanced mobile phone in the borderland between phone and computer. It has an
operating system (such as Android or iOS) where it is possible to install more advanced programs
or applications.
SDK (Software Development Kit) is a set of functions that enables software developers to build
applications to e.g. communicate with a specific program package, software framework or similar.
An SDK is often integrated into the application as a library file or as a framework, depending on
the operating system.
Accessibility is a term used to describe how well a business, venue or building works for people
with various kinds of impairments and disabilities. This includes for instance the physical
characteristics of the premises, access to information and friendly interaction.
Screener: a version of a film that enables screening on platforms outside of the cinema, e.g. on a
computer when preparing to add audio description and spoken subtitles, which is done in a sound
studio.
URL: Uniform Resource Locator, also known as a web address. This is the character string that
identifies a particular resource online, such as a web page.
Screening platform: a film can be shown on different screening platforms such as cinema,
television, via VoD or on DVD.
VoD: Video On Demand, whereby a film is distributed to the viewer via a network at the moment
the viewer wants to see it. Technically speaking, VoD entails that the films are stored on a server
with the operator. When a viewer orders the film any payment transactions are dealt with first, and
then the film starts playing on the viewer’s chosen screening platform. Examples of VoD services
include SF Anytime, Plejmo, Viaplay and iTunes.
WAV format: A file in this format contains sound only. WAV files may be (and often are)
uncompressed, which means they take up more memory and are of high quality – higher than an
MP3 file for example.
Web Service: a web service is used for communication over the Internet. Web services have
defined interfaces for their services, through which applications or similar can access the functions
defined by the interface. The functions may have parameters and return response results.
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4 Different Groups’ Accessibility to Film
One in five inhabitants of Sweden has some kind of impairment. In order for them to live an active
life and play an active part in society, everything must be made as accessible as possible, which in
turn means a simpler, more modern society for everyone.
A change in the Swedish Discrimination Act1 came into force on 1 January 2015. It makes
inadequate accessibility for people with impairments a new form of discrimination, which
basically means that if accessibility for people with impairments can be improved via simple
measures (reasonable for the kind of business/activity in question), then it is discriminatory not to
take such measures.
The culture-political goals and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
which is ratified by Sweden, state that all people have a right to take part in cultural life, and
should be able to do so based on their own wishes and abilities in different stages of life. Because
experiencing film is a part of culture, this too has to be made available to everybody.
This means above all making the actual film accessible, but also making information about the
film accessible and ensuring that premises which screen films are accessible to people with
impairments.

4.1

Accessibility to film for people with visual impairment

“A visually impaired person finds it hard to read or to find their way around using their eyesight.
Most can vaguely discern colours and objects or see with a very limited field of vision. Others
experience difficulties when it is dark or in strong sunlight.”2
For people with visual impairment, the film is made accessible by audio description. Audio
describing a film entails describing events, settings and characters in the film so that visually
impaired people can get more out of the film experience. Access to an audio-described
introduction before the film begins also increases accessibility for this group, as they can then
prepare themselves for what the film is about and also find out about the film’s main characters
and environments.

Figure 1. The symbol for audio description.

1 Swedish Discrimination Act, SFS 2008:567
2 Source: Swedish Association of the Visually Impaired
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4.1.1

Live audio description

Approximately 150 film screenings at cinemas are audio-described live in Sweden every year. A
person, an audio describer, uses a microphone to describe what is happening in the film, and
anyone who wants to listen to the audio description must have a special digital receiver (see Figure
2 below) which receives the audio description wirelessly.

Figure 2. Some typical digital receivers for listening to live audio description.

The audio describer and anyone who wishes to listen to live audio description for the film meet
before the film begins to make sure the technology works properly. Digital receivers can be
borrowed from the cinema if required. The digital receiver works with the same kind of
headphones/earphones/headsets listeners would use with their mobile phones. Having some kind
of headphones is important so as not to disturb other people in the audience.
Before the film begins there is a brief presentation of the environments and characters (an audiodescribed introduction). “While the film is playing the audio describer, briefly and in a quiet voice,
describes what is happening on the cinema screen. The audio describer says key words about
people’s gestures and facial expressions, as well as about shifts between different environments,
i.e. he/she fills in some of the finer details. As far as possible, the audio describer avoids speaking
over dialogue and music, but this is sometimes necessary.”3 The audio describer prepares
him/herself ahead of a live audio description by watching the film several times, and often writes
an audio description script to refer to. This means that the film can often not be audio-described
live until after it has been released.
4.1.2

Audio-described film on DVD

When a film is released on DVD, an audio description has been recorded in a sound studio. It is
then mixed with the film’s sound and merged with the film. An audio description script is
produced for the person recording the audio description to refer to.
The viewer can then select the audio-described version of the film on the DVD. Both the film’s
sound and the audio description are heard through the DVD system’s loudspeakers by everybody
in the room/premises.

3 Source: Syntolkning Nu
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4.1.3

Greater accessibility to audio-described film using the new technical solution for
Available Cinema

The new technical solution for Available Cinema has been developed to increase accessibility to
audio-described film. Unlike a live audio description, the audio description is pre-recorded in a
sound studio, resulting in an audio track file.
The audio track file for the audio description is processed and packaged in the technical solution,
and then played back on a mobile device synchronized with the film’s sound when it is screened.
The audio-described introduction is also recorded in a sound studio and can be played back on the
mobile device.
This means that if a film is audio-described using the technical solution for Available Cinema, it is
available to people with visual impairment regardless of screening occasion, i.e. the film can be
experienced with audio description at any cinema screen, provided the viewer has access to a
mobile device.
The technical solution for Available Cinema also enables the film to continue to be available with
audio description in screening platforms other than the cinema. This is because the audio
description can be processed and packaged for most conceivable screening platforms, such as
cinema, Blu Ray, television, DVD and/or VoD.
The technical solution for Available Cinema does require the viewer to have a mobile device, but
this will not make things harder for people who are used to going to movies with live audio
description. This is because the equipment used for a live audio description can also be used
together with a (i.e. one) mobile device which is connected to the actual transmitter. The audio
description can then be played on the mobile device and transmitted to everybody who has a
digital receiver. This does however mean that somebody must have access to and be able to handle
this mobile device and the technical connection with the transmitter.
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4.2 Accessibility to film for people with hearing impairment
“There are many different types of hearing impairment, and hearing loss is designated in four
levels: mild, moderate, severe and profound. Most hearing impairments are mild or moderate and
entail difficulty hearing weak or moderately loud sounds, and finding it hard to distinguish speech
in noisy environments. With profound hearing loss communication without a hearing aid is
impossible, despite extreme effort.”4
4.2.1

Hearing loops/induction loops at cinemas

To make film available to people with severe or profound hearing loss, many cinema auditoriums
in Sweden have a hearing loop/induction loop fitted. Figure 3 shows the signs and symbols used at
cinemas that have this equipment.
In simple terms, a hearing loop is a way of conveying sound (often the centre sound where the
dialogue is) from the cinema sound system directly to a hearing aid. The sound system sends the
sound out via an amplifier into a cable installed in the auditorium, and this creates a magnetic
field. The hearing aid captures the sound in the magnetic field, and the person with the hearing aid
can hear the sound from the film.

Figure 3. Symbols showing that a venue is equipped with a hearing loop/induction loop.

4.2.2

Films at the cinema with Swedish subtitles

People with hearing impairment can more easily access a film if it has Swedish subtitles, as they
can enjoy the dialogue by reading the Swedish text. Foreign language films shown at Swedish
cinemas always have Swedish subtitles.
Adding Swedish subtitles to Swedish films was at first uncommon, but nowadays (as per the
regulation on government grants for funding Swedish film in accordance with the Film
Agreement5) it is a prerequisite if makers/producers of Swedish films wish to be granted
production funding from the Swedish Film Institute. Today virtually all Swedish films are
produced with Swedish subtitles, but far from all cinema screenings show the version that has
Swedish subtitles. From the beginning of 2015, SF Bio and Svenska Bio6 have decided that all
screenings of Swedish films that have Swedish subtitles will also be screened with Swedish
subtitles.

4 Source: Hörsellinjen
5 Swedish Code of Statutes 2013:200, see especially §7 (available in Swedish only).
6 SF Bio is the Nordic region’s leading cinema company, operating cinemas at 22 locations in Sweden, 244
screens in total. SF Bio also owns 50% of Svenska Bio, a leading cinema company at medium-sized towns
and cities in Sweden.
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4.2.3

Films with Swedish subtitles on DVD

When a film is released on DVD, Swedish subtitles are often an option. Other Nordic languages
and English subtitles are usually options as well.
4.2.4

Films with Swedish subtitles on TV or VoD

When Swedish films are shown on television, Swedish subtitles can be selected as an option via a
teletext page. Swedish subtitles are always shown with foreign films.
As for VoD, Swedish subtitles can be added (or removed), often as a general setting for the VoD
service rather than for the specific film.

4.3 Accessibility to film for people with reading and writing difficulties
“Reading and writing difficulties is the general term referring to anyone who has difficulty
reading and/or writing, regardless of the cause. The difficulty may be due for example to visual or
hearing problems, cultural or linguistic understimulation, language impairment, inadequate
teaching, emotional problems, a lack of knowledge in Swedish (when another language is the
mother tongue) or dyslexia.”7
Foreign films (with Swedish subtitles) become accessible to people with reading and writing
difficulties if the subtitles are spoken. A person who does not have time to read the Swedish
subtitles finds it hard to keep up with what is happening in the film, since they need to concentrate
on reading the text. Therefore, spoken subtitles via an application on a mobile device will make it
easier for people with reading and writing difficulties to concentrate fully on the film.
Spoken subtitles have never been an option before, but have been made a reality with the new
technical solution for Available Cinema.

Figure 4. The symbol for spoken subtitles.

4.3.1

Recorded spoken Swedish subtitles for the film

Spoken subtitles for a film are pre-recorded in a sound studio, resulting in an audio track file. The
audio track file is processed and packaged in the technical solution for Available Cinema, and can
then be played back on a mobile device synchronized with the film’s sound when it is screened.
This means that if a film has been given spoken subtitles using the technical solution for Available
Cinema, it is available to people with reading and writing difficulties regardless of screening
occasion, i.e. the film can be experienced with spoken subtitles at any cinema screen, provided the
viewer has access to a mobile device.
The technical solution for Available Cinema also enables the film to continue to be available with
spoken subtitles in screening platforms other than the cinema. This is because the spoken subtitles
are processed and packaged for the various screening platforms, such as cinema, Blu Ray,
television, DVD or VoD.

7 Source: Dyslexiförbundet FMLS
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5 The Film’s Path to the Digital Cinema
In recent years, digital technology has changed the way cinema films are distributed and screened.
Analogue screening, whereby a reel of film runs through a projector and a lamp projects the image
onto the cinema screen, has gradually shifted to digital screening, where the film exists as a digital
file and is screened at the cinema using digital equipment.
To facilitate the transition from analogue to digital film screening at cinemas, government grants
have been awarded (via the Swedish Film Institute) to enable cinemas to acquire this digital
cinema equipment. In spring 2014, more than 90% of Swedish cinema screens were digital.8
This section provides a brief description of film production and the screening of digital film (both
Swedish and foreign) with Swedish subtitles, i.e. the film industry’s value chain (see Figure 5).
For a Swedish film this value chain is estimated to take around two years, while a full-scale
Hollywood production takes around three years.
Film database

Seeks production
funding, including for
Swedish subtitling of
Swedish film

Registers film in
Bioguiden
(film database)

Post-producer

IDEA/
SCRIPT

FILM
PRODUCTION

POST
PRODUCTION

FILM
DISTRIBUTION
Film distributor

Film producer

DCP

Film screening in
digital cinema

SWEDISH
SUBTITLING
Subtitling
company
1/3

1/3

1/3
time
distribution

Figure 5. The film industry’s value chain for production and screening of digital film (both Swedish and foreign)
with Swedish subtitles.

8 Source: The Government Offices of Sweden.
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First of all, a film idea is developed into a film script which forms the basis of the film. Film
production includes e.g. shooting the film’s scenes and recording the sound.
Nowadays a film producer can apply for a government grant to part-fund a film production as per
the regulation on government grants9 for funding Swedish film in accordance with the Film
Agreement.10 The government grant is paid out by the Swedish Film Institute in the form of
production funding.
Once the film scenes and film sound have been recorded, all the various parts have to be brought
together into a whole, which is done in post production. Since the film is shot digitally, the film’s
images and sound are delivered to the post-producer as digital files. If Swedish subtitles are also
to be added to the film, these too are delivered as a digital file.
Based on these digital files, the post-producer creates a digital cinema package (known as a
DCP). The DCP has to fulfil the requirements specified in the DCI System Specification, a list of
specifications aiming to achieve uniformity in the film industry with regard to handling,
distributing and playing digital material in digital cinemas.
Briefly, the DCP contains:
-

-

An image file containing a set of digital movie frames of pre-determined resolution,
normally 2K (2048 x 1556 pixels) or 4K (4096 x 3112 pixels).
An audio file containing a set of audio tracks linked to different audio channels. Up to 16
different audio tracks can be linked to 16 different audio channels, which can be played
back through different loudspeakers at the cinema (often only up to 8 audio channels are
used).
A text file containing the Swedish subtitles.

The post-producer (often) makes a screener (a preview copy) of the DCP to enable preview
screenings of the film not at the cinema. This screener is delivered to the subtitling company to
enable production of the Swedish subtitles (and to an audio track producer to enable production of
audio description and spoken subtitles) for the film.
A film distributor (or distribution company) buys, from the film producer or production
company, the rights to lease the film to cinemas. The film distributor also makes sure to register
the film in Bioguiden. Bioguiden is run by Filmägarnas Kontrollbyrå (the film owners’ control
agency, FK) and is a film database of all films shown at Swedish cinemas.
The DCP is distributed to the cinema on a hard drive, from which the cinema downloads it to a
server, and the film can then be played back to the cinema audience using the cinema’s digital
equipment. The frame rate at cinemas is usually 24 fps.

Other screening platforms
Once the film has screened at cinemas, it is often released on DVD and/or sold to TV/VoD.
Films screened on TV/DVD/VoD platforms use a different frame rate than when screened at the
cinema. This means that the digital files in the DCP need to be converted, usually to 25 fps, if the
film is to be shown on television, DVD or a VoD service.

9 SFS 2103:200 §7
10 The 2013 Film Agreement. The Film Agreement exists to promote high-quality Swedish film production
and a strong, dynamic film industry.
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6 The Total Solution for Available Cinema in brief – General
Description
The total solution for Available Cinema is designed primarily for people with visual impairment
and people with reading and writing difficulties, but in fact it can be used by anyone who wants to
experience film with audio description and/or spoken subtitles. Figure 6 illustrates the players and
activities required for the cinema-goer to ultimately be able to experience film with audio
description and/or spoken subtitles.

FILM DISTRIBUTOR
OWNS RIGHTS FOR FILMS SCREENED AT SWEDISH CINEMAS
Registers the
films in
Bioguiden

Decides that
selected films will
have audio
description and
spoken subtitles

Applies for
funding from the
Swedish Film
Institute for
audio description
and spoken
subtitles

Initiates collaboration with
audio track producer and
post-producer (or
equivalent)

AUDIO TRACK PRODUCER
Writes an audio
description script and

Swedish film

Foreign film

FILM
DATABASE

records audio description
and spoken subtitles for
the film

Audio
description
Spoken subtitles

Audio
description

POST-PRODUCER or equivalent
Enables synchronized playback of audio
description and spoken subtitles for the film
using software

CINEMA-GOER
APPLICATION DEVELOPER

Downloads application
for playback of audio

Develops applications (with

description and spoken

integrated software module) that

subtitles to a mobile

play back audio description and

device

spoken subtitles, synchronized with
the film

Figure 6. The total solution for Available Cinema – players and their general activities
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The film distributor is a pivotal player in this total solution; the distributor owns the rights for
films screened at Swedish cinemas. The film distributor is responsible for the following activities:
 Registers the films and their details in Bioguiden.
 Decides that selected films will have audio description and spoken subtitles.
 Applies for funding from the Swedish Film Institute for audio description and spoken
subtitles.
 Initiates collaboration with audio track producer for recording audio description and
spoken subtitles.
 Initiates collaboration with post-producer (or equivalent) whose task it is to enable
synchronized playback of audio description and spoken subtitles using existing software.
For a Swedish film, the film producer may also be involved in the above activities.
Bioguiden is a film-oriented website and film database, with information about films and
screening times at cinemas in Sweden. Bioguiden is run by Filmägarnas Kontrollbyrå AB (the film
owners’ control agency, FK) on behalf of Sveriges Filmuthyrareförening (association of film
renters). Bioguiden is a central player in the film industry, and it is where cinema owners report
box office sales in accordance with the Film Agreement. The film database also delivers film
statistics to the Swedish Film Institute, among others. Bioguiden’s underlying databases serve as a
storage platform for the information needed to ensure that the total solution for Available Cinema
works.
The audio track producer writes an audio description script and records an audio track for audio
description and an audio track for spoken subtitles for the film. To do this the audio track producer
requires access to a screener (a viewing copy) of the film (with the time code visible), as well as
the script for the Swedish subtitles (subtitle script). For foreign films there may be a foreign audio
description script, which may be useful to the audio track producer in creating the Swedish audio
description. The audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles are delivered as
uncompressed WAV files to the post-producer (or equivalent).
The post-producer (or equivalent) is tasked by the film distributor to enable synchronized
playback of audio description and spoken subtitles using an existing piece of software. This
software requires access to the film’s general audio track11, the audio track for audio description
and the audio track for spoken subtitles. The software communicates with and uploads information
to Bioguiden.
The application developer develops an application that can play back audio description and
spoken subtitles, synchronized with the film, using an already developed software module. This
software module communicates with and downloads information from Bioguiden.
To ensure that the cinema-goer with visual impairment and/or reading and writing difficulties can
experience the film with synchronized playback of audio description and spoken subtitles, they
must have access to a mobile device (such as a smartphone or tablet) with earphones or
headphones, and have downloaded one of several applications developed for Available Cinema.

11 The film’s audio track may be 1-8 different WAV files depending on the audio channel set-up in the
digital cinema package (DCP).
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7 The Total Solution for Available Cinema – Detailed
Description
This section specifies in detail the total solution for Available Cinema, i.e. the activities and
players involved in the total solution, and a description of the technical solution.
The technical solution is based on audio recognition, which is essentially when the film’s sound is
converted into a fingerprint, using a specific fingerprint algorithm, linked to the position/time code
in the film. This fingerprint with the time code becomes a kind of audio comparison file. During a
film screening, the audio recognition solution captures part of the film’s sound and converts it with
the same fingerprint algorithm into a comparative audio pattern, which can then be compared to
the audio comparison file to find the best match. When the best match is found, the position/time
code in the film where the audio pattern was found is delivered.
One key player here is the film distributor, who owns the rights for the film. The film distributor
sets in motion the activities required to enable a film to be experienced with audio description
and/or spoken subtitles.
The general activities are:
1. The film distributor decides that the film will have audio description and/or spoken
subtitles, and applies for funding for this from the Swedish Film Institute.
2. The film distributor initiates collaboration with an audio track producer and post-producer
(or equivalent)
3. An audio track producer writes an audio description script and records audio description
and/or spoken subtitles for the film.
4. The post-producer (or equivalent) packages audio description, spoken subtitles and the
film sound’s audio comparison file and uploads this audio comparison package to a
database using the software in the technical solution.
5. The cinema-goer downloads the film’s audio comparison package via an application on
their mobile device.
For this latter stage to happen, there must be applications developed for this purpose.
The application developer integrates the technical solution’s software module in their
application, which enables the application to download a film’s audio comparison package,
containing audio description and/or spoken subtitles for the film, and then play them back
synchronized with the film’s sound when the film is screened.
The database used for storing audio comparison packages is the Bioguiden film database, due to
its already pivotal function in the Swedish film industry.
The total solution is illustrated in Figure 7 and shows the film’s path to the digital cinema
including support for synchronized playback of audio description and spoken subtitles.
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Figure 7. The film’s path to the digital cinema including support for synchronized playback of audio description and spoken subtitles.
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7.1

Description of the technical solution for Available Cinema

The technical solution for Available Cinema ensures that recorded audio tracks for audio
description and spoken subtitles for a film can be downloaded to the cinema-goer’s mobile
device, and that they can be played back synchronized with the film using audio recognition
technology.
Audio recognition technology requires that the film’s sound is converted to an audio
comparison file. The audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles, along with the
film sound’s audio comparison file, become the film’s audio comparison package.
The technical solution includes the following components:
1) Software which is used by the post-producer (or equivalent) to create and upload
the film’s audio comparison package to the Bioguiden database.
2) The Bioguiden database, which is used primarily as a storage platform for the
film’s audio comparison package, but also contains the software and software
module for the technical solution, including user documentation.
3) Module in the form of encapsulated software, which is integrated into an
application. The software can, for example, download audio comparison packages
from the database, and play back audio description and/or spoken subtitles
synchronized with the film.
4) An application with an accessibility-adapted user interface.
The application must be downloaded to and be able to run from a mobile device for the
cinema-goer to benefit from the new technical solution.
Communication between Bioguiden and the software and between Bioguiden and the
software module is facilitated via web services and takes the form of API calls, which are
integrated in the software and software module respectively. An API key along with a
username is required for the API calls to be valid.
Mobile
device

Software
Audio
compariso

Application

database

n package
Audio

User
interface

compariso
n package

Software
module

Figure 8. General overview of the technical solution for Available Cinema.
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7.1.1

Software for creating and uploading audio comparison packages

The software in the technical solution is used to create and upload audio comparison
packages to Bioguiden, linked to the film in question.
The software is a desktop application, i.e. it is downloaded and installed locally on a
computer. Software, its installation and configuration instructions and user manual can be
found at Bioguiden, https://boxoffice.bioguiden.se, by logging in with a username and
password. Installation is possible on OSX, Windows and Linux (Ubuntu) systems, and
requires a valid API key and a username.
The username, password and API key are obtained from the Swedish Film Institute when a
film distributor applies for funding for audio description and/or spoken subtitles for a film.
The software comprises:





A user interface/GUI.
A third-party product that generates an audio comparison file (fingerprint) based on
the film’s audio track.
A function/functions for packaging all the audio track files into an audio comparison
package.
A function/functions for uploading the audio comparison package to the Bioguiden
database.

Software
GUI
Generation of
an audio
comparison file
(fingerprint).

Packaging
of audio
track files.

Uploading of
audio comparison
packages to the
database.

Figure 9. Illustration of the software for creating and uploading audio comparison packages.

The third-party product that generates the film’s audio comparison file is a piece of licensed
software developed by Audible Magic Corporation12.
To generate the film sound’s audio comparison file, the software needs one or more (up to
8) audio tracks for the film. Depending on the type of audio comparison package being
created, the audio tracks that are needed are:



Audio tracks in the digital cinema package (DCP). [Note that the audio tracks in the
DCP may be split into different scenes, in which case they will need to be converted
into (up to 8) full-length tracks.]
Audio tracks corresponding to the DVD or TV/VoD version of the film.

Audio tracks for audio description and/or spoken subtitles are also added to the software.
Table 1 defines the format of the audio tracks that can be added to the software.

12 Audible Magic Corporation, USA (www.audiblemagic.com)
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Table 1. Input audio tracks for the software.

Input audio track
1-8 audio track files for the
film
Audio track file for:
Spoken subtitles
Audio track file for:
Audio description
Audio track file for:
Audio-described introduction

Format
.WAV

Note
Obligatory

.MP3
mono, 48 kbps constant (~30
MB per h film)
.MP3

At least one of
these audio track
files is obligatory

mono, 48 kbps constant (~30
MB per h film)
.MP3

Not obligatory

(<1 MB)

The audio comparison package has to be linked to and stored for the film to which the audio
tracks relate. This is done by selecting the right film from a list in the software. The film list
is generated from Bioguiden, i.e. it contains only films that are registered in Bioguiden. For
some films, several film versions are registered in Bioguiden, but only the original film
version is shown in the software’s film list, and this is the only one the audio comparison
package can be linked to.
Thanks to the software’s user interface (see Figure 10) the user can perform the following
chronological tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Search for and select the film in question (“Search Movie”).
Add the film’s audio tracks (”Movie Audio files”).
Add the audio track for audio description (“Audio Description file”).
Add the audio track for spoken subtitles (“Audio Subtitle file”).
Add the audio track for the audio-described introduction (“Audio Trailer file”).
Moreover, the following metadata have to be linked to the audio comparison
package:
a. The language of the audio description and spoken subtitles (“Language”).
b. The frame rate in fps (“FPS”).
c. Screening platform (“Classification”).
7. Upload the audio comparison package to Bioguiden (“Generate and Upload”).
The “Clear” button clears all entered audio tracks.
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Figure 10. The software’s user interface.

Several audio comparison packages can be linked to the same film, so it is important to keep
track of which audio comparison packages have been created. This means that the data for
language, frame rate (fps) and screening platform need to be fed into the software. The latter
specifies whether the film can be experienced with audio description and/or spoken subtitles
at the cinema (and on Blu Ray) or on TV, DVD or VoD. Table 2 shows the available options
for language, frame rate (fps) and screening platform.
Table 2. Options that can be selected in the software for each audio comparison package.

Metadata

Options

Comments

Language

Sv (Swedish)
Eng (English)

Swedish is the default as Swedish audio description and
spoken subtitles are most relevant. English can be
chosen in rare cases when the user has access to the
English audio description of a foreign film and there is a
desire to create an audio comparison package for this.

Frame rate (fps)

24 fps
25 fps
48 fps
60 fps

It is important that ALL the audio tracks in the audio
comparison package have the same frame rate if the
audio recognition solution is to work. If the movie is
being screened at a cinema, the frame rate is most likely
24 fps. If the movie is screened on DVD (or TV/VoD),
the frame rate is most likely 25 fps.
48 and 60 fps are exceptional cases.

Screening
platforms

Cinema
Cinema and Blu
Ray
TV/DVD/VoD

This entry only really serves to clarify the frame rate. In
the vast majority of cases Cinema = 24 fps and
TV/DVD/VoD = 25 fps. The Cinema and Blu Ray option
can be selected if it is certain the film will be released on
Blu Ray (Blu Ray = 24 fps).

NB:
It is important that the film audio track, the audio tracks for audio description and spoken
subtitles which are packaged together into an audio comparison package all match in terms
of frame rate (and length).
Example:
The audio description for a film is recorded based on a screener (viewing copy) of the movie
which has a frame rate of 25 fps, which means that the frame rate of the audio track for
audio description will (probably) also be 25 fps. If an audio comparison package is now to
be created for cinema screening, the audio tracks must be converted to frame rate 24 fps,
since the audio tracks in the digital cinema package (DCP) are usually 24 fps.
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7.1.2

Database for storing audio comparison packages, software and software
module

The database used as a storage platform for the film’s audio comparison package is the
Bioguiden film database. Several audio comparison packages can be stored, linked to the
same film.
Bioguiden has been expanded and restructured to enable communication with the software
and software module in the technical solution.
Two new user groups connected to the Bioguiden box office service have been created:



Disability Audio Manager [for Post-producers or equivalent]
Disability Application [for Applications Developers]

These user groups can log into the Bioguiden box office (https://boxoffice.bioguiden.se)
with a username and password, which are available from the Swedish Film Institute or via
the film distributor.

Figure 11. The login window for Bioguiden box office.

The Bioguiden box office is also where the software (Disability Audio Manager) and
software module (Disability Application) can be retrieved.
When the post-producer (or equivalent ) logs in as Disability Audio Manager, the software
can be retrieved under the “Accessibility” menu. Moreover the post-producer (or equivalent)
can see which films they themselves have created audio comparison packages for (under the
“View movies” menu), and remove them if required.
When the application developer logs in as Disability Application, the software module can
be retrieved under the “Accessibility” menu. The application developer can also see all films
that have audio description and/or spoken subtitles (under the “View movies” menu) via the
Available Cinema solution.
Both the post-producer (or equivalent) and the application developer can click on a film and
see details of which audio comparison packages are linked to the film, and listen to an
existing audio-described introduction, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Details of the audio comparison packages which are linked to the film, and the audio-described
introduction.

Under the “User profile” menu, both Disability Audio Manager and Disability Application
can generate a new API key. The API key is used to ensure that the software and the
software module can communicate with Bioguiden. The first API key is obtained along with
the login details.
New web services have been established which handle the communication between
Bioguiden and the software and software module respectively. These are:
1. Export of film list to the software.
2. Export of film(s) with audio description and/or spoken subtitles to the software
module.
3. Uploading of a film’s audio comparison package.
4. Downloading of a film’s audio comparison package.
5. Uploading of audio-described introduction.
6. Downloading of audio-described introduction (including its URL).
Tasks performed using these web services are logged, which means information is always
available about who has done what, and when. This information (log data) will be used by
the Swedish Film Institute to outline how much the technical solution is used. The Institute
can see, for instance, how many cinema-goers have downloaded a film’s audio comparison
package and therefore experienced this film with audio description and/or spoken subtitles.
The functionality for existing user groups and web services in Bioguiden has been
changed as follows:
 The film distributor can now, via their own admin page in the Bioguiden box office,
see the audio comparison packages including meta data that have been linked to the
films the distributor him/herself has registered and owns the rights to. They can also
remove these audio comparison packages.
 The existing web services in Bioguiden related to exporting film information (e.g.
MoviesExport) has been supplemented with information about the audio
comparison packages, i.e. information that the film has audio description, an audiodescribed introduction and/or spoken subtitles.
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On Bioguiden’s public web pages, it is easy to see whether a film has audio description
and/or spoken subtitles by looking for the relevant symbols (see Figure 1 on page 7 and
Figure 4 on page 11) on the overview page for the film.
If the film also has an audio-described introduction, it will be possible to play this via
Bioguiden. Figure 13 shows the overview page for the film Zarafa, and the spoken subtitles
symbol shows that the film has support for spoken subtitles.

Figure 13. The Bioguiden overview page for the film Zarafa. The film has support for spoken subtitles,
which is indicated by the spoken subtitles symbol.
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7.1.3

Module in the form of encapsulated software, which is integrated into an
application

The software module in the technical solution is integrated into an application, so that
cinema-goers can use their mobile device to benefit from the Available Cinema solution.
Via the software module, the application can communicate with the Bioguiden database, and
synchronize the playback of audio description and/or spoken subtitles with the film’s sound
using the audio recognition technology.
The software module is an encapsulated software component (an SDK or software
developer’s kit in technical terms) which can be used in applications on mobile devices with
the iOS or Android operating system. The module and its interface specification (API
specification) and examples of how the module can be called on in the application is
available by logging into the Bioguiden box office, https://boxoffice.bioguiden.se.
Login details (username and password) and an API key are supplied by the Swedish Film
Institute. The software module’s functions can only be called on with a valid API key and
username.
The software module comprises:






A third-party product that compares the actual film sound to the film sound’s audio
comparison file and determines the current place in the film.
A function/functions for downloading a list of films with audio description and/or
spoken subtitles.
A function/functions for downloading the audio comparison package for the
selected film.
A function/functions for playing back audio description and/or spoken subtitles
synchronized with the film’s sound.
A function/functions for downloading a URL for and playing back the film’s audiodescribed introduction.
Manage audio comparison via
third-party product

Downloa
d film list

Download
audio
comparison
package

Software module

Play back audio
description and
spoken Swedish
subtitles

Download and
play back audiodescribed
introduction

Figure 14. An illustration of the software module’s functions.

The third-party product that compares the film sound to the film sound’s audio comparison
file and determines the current place in the film is a licensed piece of software developed by
Audible Magic Corporation.
The software module is integrated into the application as an Android library file or as a
framework for iOS. More detailed instructions and how the functions are called on are
outlined in the API specification, which is in the software module package retrieved from
Bioguiden.
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7.1.4

Application with accessibility-adapted user interface

An application with an accessibility-adapted user interface is the part of the technical
solution which is most visible to the cinema-goer. The application must be useable on a
mobile device, and be able to integrate the technical solution’s software module.
Anybody can apply to register as an application developer in order to get access to the
software module that has to be integrated into the application. Applications should be made
to the Swedish Film Institute.
The app must be designed with a focus on accessibility, primarily for people with visual
impairment and people with reading and writing difficulties. Requirements and guidelines
are available to support application development for Available Cinema. The requirements
can be downloaded from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema page
(www.sfi.se/tillgangligbio).
Since the technical solution is based on audio recognition, it is important that the application
requests access to the mobile device’s microphone. If the microphone is switched off, the
technical solution will not work.
The application should include a licence text relating to the licensed third-party software,
which is embedded in the software module. The licence text is in the software module
package retrieved from Bioguiden.
To ensure the application is searchable in App Store and Google Play, the following
keywords are recommended:





Available Cinema
Accessible film
Audio description
Spoken subtitles

The applications below have already been developed and can be used as a source of
inspiration when designing new applications:

BioHjälpen

BioPlay

MovieTalk

SubTalk

VoiceVision

Figure 15. Developed applications for Available Cinema.
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7.1.5

The mobile device

The mobile device is the receiver unit that the viewer must have if they wish to experience a
film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles. The device must be able to
download and run applications that are developed for Available Cinema.
Recommended mobile devices are:
 Mobile phones running the iOS or Android operating system (iPhone, Samsung and
other smartphones).
 Tablets running the iOS or Android operating system (e.g. iPad or Samsung
Tab/Galaxy Note).
Other mobile devices that can be used are:
 PDAs/MP3 players running the iOS or Android operating system (e.g. iPod Touch).

Figure 16. Receiving devices: smartphone and tablet.

Headphones are an important complement to the mobile device, ensuring that playback of
audio description and/or spoken subtitles does not disturb other people in the cinema
auditorium. Regular basic stereo earphones that come with the mobile device are perfectly
adequate. See examples of ear/headphones in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Examples of suitable ear/headphones for the receiver unit.

Please note!
Because the technical solution is based on audio recognition, ear/headphones with an inbuilt
microphone may prevent the mobile device’s microphone from being activated, which could
mean the technical solution does not work. Other types of headphones that could be a
problem for the technical solution are Bluetooth headsets.
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7.2 The film distributor’s activities
The film distributor is the party that owns the rights to the film, and has overall
responsibility for ensuring that audio description and/or spoken subtitles are produced.
Below is an outline of the film distributor’s activities required to enable cinema-goers to
experience a film with audio description and/or spoken subtitles.

APPLY FOR FUNDING from the Swedish Film
Institute for audio description and/or spoken subtitles
for the film/several films

THE FOLLOWING MUST BE DONE FOR EACH FILM

1

2

3

4

Choose an
audio track
producer for the
film

Commission the
audio track
producer to
record audio
description
and/or spoken
subtitles

Initiate
collaboration
with the postproducer who
has access to
the film’s sound

Commission the
post-producer
to create an
audio
comparison
package for the
film using the
software

Figure 18. The film distributor’s activities for Available Cinema.

Only films registered in Bioguiden can be given audio description and/or spoken subtitles
using the technical solution for Available Cinema.

Apply for funding from the Swedish Film Institute for audio description and/or spoken
subtitles
The funding which film distributors can apply for to produce audio description and/or spoken
subtitles for a film is called “Funding for increased accessibility”.
Funding applications must include price quotes from at least two audio track producers, so
that the Swedish Film Institute has an idea of the costs involved.
Guidelines for applying for funding for audio description and/or spoken subtitles can be
found on the Swedish Film Institute’s website (www.filminstitutet.se).
THE FOLLOWING STEPS MUST BE CARRIED OUT FOR EACH FILM
1

Choose an audio track producer for the film
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An audio track producer may be e.g. a company that produces sound for TV, audio
books, film dubbing, audio description on TV, or another party that works with sound
or is a qualified audio describer. The company/party should have access to a sound
studio to ensure the audio description and/or spoken subtitles are of the highest quality
possible.
The assignment for Available Cinema has used the following audio track producers:
Syntolkning Nu, Iris Media, Tundell Salmson, Eurotroll, SDI Media, Ljudlager,
REDBLUE Production, Tistron HB, Enable Media, SeeListen and MediaVision
(Degerfors).
2

Commission the audio track producer to record audio description and/or spoken
subtitles
The film distributor decides which audio tracks are to be produced: Audio
description and/or spoken subtitles
For a Swedish film only audio description needs to be produced.
For a foreign film, both audio description and spoken subtitles or spoken subtitles
alone may be produced.
Allow up to 3 weeks for recording if both audio description and spoken subtitles are to
be produced.
It is important that the film distributor ensures that when the Swedish subtitles are
purchased, they include the right to use the resulting script as a basis for recording for
the spoken subtitles.
Make sure the audio track producer receives a screener (viewing copy) and a
subtitle script (script from the Swedish subtitling)
The audio track producer needs a screener (viewing copy) of the film to be able to
produce an audio description script and record the audio description. The screener
should have the time code visible on screen, and should also contain the Swedish
subtitles if the audio track producer is also recording spoken subtitles. The screener and
a subtitle script are used when recording spoken subtitles.
It is important that the screener is based on the final cinema package (DCP) to be
screened at the cinema. The screener should be easy to transfer between the postproducer and audio track producer, and may for example be in MPEG1 format.
Make sure the audio producer is familiar with the requirements and guidelines
for producing audio description and/or spoken subtitles that have been drawn up
for Available Cinema
The audio track producer must produce audio track files (in WAV format) for audio
description and spoken subtitles in a way suitable for people with visual impairment
and reading and writing difficulties respectively, and in line with the requirements
which ensure that the audio recognition technology for Available Cinema works.
Requirements and guidelines for this have therefore been drawn up and are available to
download from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema page
(www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio).
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Make sure the audio track producer knows to which party/post-producer and in
what way the audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles respectively
are to be delivered
The audio track files for audio description and/or spoken subtitles should eventually
end up with the post-producer, who uses specific software to create the audio
comparison packages of which audio description and/or spoken subtitles are a part.
3

Initiate collaboration with the post-producer who has access to the film’s sound
The post-producer who receives the audio track files for audio description and/or
spoken subtitles which the audio track producer has produced, will use these along
with the film’s audio track(s) to create an audio comparison package for the film.
This means that the post-producer must have access to the movie’s audio track(s).
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4

Commission the post-producer to create an audio comparison package for the
film using the software
Make sure the post-producer has login details for Bioguiden so they can download
and install the software used to create the audio comparison package
To create an audio comparison package for the film, the post-producer must use
specific software. The software is available from the Bioguiden box office
(boxoffice.bioguiden.se) and login details are obtained via the Swedish Film Institute
by submitting information about the post-producer who will be using the software. If
the post-producer has previously accessed the software, it is probably already installed
and ready to use.
Make sure the post-producer creates audio comparison packages for the
platforms the film will be screened in (e.g. cinema, Blu Ray, TV, DVD, VoD)
Films screened on TV/DVD/VoD platforms use a different frame rate than when
screened at the cinema (or on Blu Ray). This means that at least two audio comparison
packages should be created, one for cinema (and Blu Ray) at 24 fps and one for
TV/DVD/VoD at 25 fps. The audio comparison package for TV/DVD/VoD does not
have to be created at the same time as the cinema package.
Other versions may occur, but they are very rare.
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7.3 The audio track producer’s activities
The audio track producer records audio tracks for audio description and audio tracks for
spoken subtitles for the film. To do this the audio track producer requires access to a
screener (a viewing copy) of the film (with the time code visible), as well as the script for
the Swedish subtitles (subtitle script). For foreign films there may be a foreign audio
description script, which may be useful to the audio track producer in creating the Swedish
audio description.
Below is an outline of the audio track producer’s activities required to enable cinema-goers
to experience a film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles.

Follow the requirements and guidelines for producing
audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles
for Available Cinema. Available from
filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio

.

1

2

3

4

Produce an
audio
description
script

Record spoken
subtitles based
on
the Swedish
subtitle script

Record audio
description
based on the
audio
description
script

Record the
audio-described
introduction

Figure 19. The audio track producer’s activities for Available Cinema

If the audio track producer is to produce both audio description and spoken subtitles for a
film, the spoken subtitles are recorded first. Audio description is then recorded so that it
does not clash with the spoken subtitles, as cinema-goers have to be able to listen to both at
the same time.
Follow the requirements and guidelines for producing audio tracks for audio
description and spoken subtitles for Available Cinema
Requirements and guidelines have been drawn up for producing audio tracks for audio
description and spoken subtitles for Available Cinema. The requirement document describes
how the audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles should be produced to suit
people with visual impairment and reading and writing difficulties respectively, and designed
so that the audio tracks can be played back using the technical solution for Available Cinema.
The requirements can be downloaded from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema
page (www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio).
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1

Produce an audio description script
Firstly, a script for the audio description is created. The script specifies the time
intervals where no dialogue is heard and where the recorded audio description should
therefore be placed. The number of words that can be inserted depends on the length of
the time interval. The audio description script should also contain an introductory
presentation of the environment and characters, and if possible a reading of the titles
and credits.
For foreign films there is often an audio description in the original language; if so, it is
beneficial to be given access to this original audio description script, translate it into
Swedish and adapt as required.
Once the audio description script is ready, it should be read through and approved by
the film distributor (or film producer) to ensure the highest possible quality in the
recorded text.

2

Record spoken subtitles based on the Swedish subtitle script
In recording spoken subtitles, the audio track producer watches the film’s screener,
reads the subtitle script and records the subtitles at the right moment, i.e. at the right
time code. This recording should be done in a sound studio.
Once the spoken subtitles have been recorded, they are edited and adjusted in an audio
program to ensure they fit perfectly around the dialogue in the film. The result is an
audio track file for spoken subtitles in WAV format.
It is important to name the file “Audio Subtitle File”.

3

Record audio description based on the audio description script
Once the audio description script has been approved, it is time to record the audio
description. The person recording the audio description watches the film’s screener,
reads the audio description script and records the audio description at the right
moment, i.e. at the right time code. This recording should be done in a sound studio.
Once all the audio description has been recorded, it is edited and adjusted in an audio
program to ensure it does not clash with the dialogue in the film, the spoken subtitles or
other high-priority film sound. The result is an audio track file for audio description
in WAV format.
It is important to name the file “Audio Description File”.

4

Record the audio-described introduction
To complement the audio description, an audio-described introduction is also
produced. This is to provide the cinema-goer with an understanding of the overriding
theme/main plot, the film’s settings and main characters.
The audio-described introduction is a separate audio track file (in WAV format)
which should be able to be listened to at any time chosen by the user.
It is important to name the file “Audio Trailer File”.

Delivery of audio track files
The audio track files for audio description (+ audio-described introduction) and spoken
subtitles are delivered to the post-producer (or equivalent) as per the agreed procedure.
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7.4 The post-producer’s (or equivalent) activities
The post-producer (or equivalent) is tasked by the film distributor to enable synchronized
playback of audio description and spoken subtitles using an existing piece of software, i.e. to
create an audio comparison package for the film. The software requires access to the film’s
general audio track(s), the audio track for audio description and the audio track for spoken
subtitles. The software communicates with and uploads the audio comparison packages to
Bioguiden.
Below is an outline of the post-producer’s (or equivalent) activities required to enable
cinema-goers to experience a film with support for audio description and/or spoken
subtitles.

Log into boxoffice.bioguiden.se to retrieve and install
the Available Cinema software. Login details are
available from the film distributor.
THE FOLLOWING MUST BE CARRIED OUT FOR EACH AUDIO
COMPARISON PACKAGE

1

2

3

4

Organize the
film’s audio
tracks in
WAV format

Convert the
audio tracks
for audio
description
and spoken
subtitles to
the right
frame rate

Compress
audio track
files for audio
description
and spoken
subtitles to a
specific MP3
format

Create an
audio
comparison
package
using the
software

5

Check that
the audio
comparison
package has
been created
correctly

Figure 20. The post-producer’s (or equivalent) activities for Available Cinema.

Log into boxoffice.bioguiden.se to retrieve and install the Available Cinema software
To create an audio comparison package for the film, the post-producer must use specific
software. The software can be retrieved from the Bioguiden box office
(boxoffice.bioguiden.se) by logging in with a username and password which is obtained
from the film distributor.
The software can be installed in Windows, OSX and Linux (Ubuntu) environments. The
software is installed following the installation instructions for the chosen environment.
When installing, a username and an API key are used as parameters for authenticating the
software’s communication with Bioguiden. An API key can be found under the “User
profile” menu in the Bioguiden box office after login.
The software is downloaded and installed on a single occasion, after which it can be used to
create an audio comparison package for more films.
The post-producer will be informed of any updates to the software (or the user instructions)
by e-mail. It is important to update the software before more audio comparison packages are
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created.
The post-producer (or equivalent) must sign a licence agreement to use the software. This
agreement is sent out when the post-producer (or equivalent) gains access to the software.
THE FOLLOWING STEPS MUST BE CARRIED OUT FOR EACH AUDIO
COMPARISON PACKAGE
1

Organize the film’s audio track(s) in WAV format
The software automatically generates an audio comparison file based on the film’s
audio track(s). The audio comparison file along with the audio tracks for audio
description and/or spoken subtitles jointly make up the film’s audio comparison
package that is created.
Depending on the type of audio comparison package being created, the audio tracks
that can be used are:
1. The film audio track(s) in the cinema package (DCP)
[Note that the audio tracks in the DCP may be split into different scenes, in
which case they will need to be converted into (up to 8) full-length tracks.]
2. Audio tracks corresponding to the DVD and/or TV/VoD version of the film.
The film’s audio tracks must be in WAV format when they are added to the software.

2

Convert the audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles to the right
frame rate
It is important that all the audio tracks in the audio comparison package have the same
frame rate if the audio recognition solution for Available Cinema is to work. If the
movie is being screened at cinemas, the frame rate is most likely 24 fps, while on
TV/DVD/VoD it is most likely 25 fps.
Depending on the type of audio comparison package being created, the audio tracks for
audio description and spoken subtitles may need to be converted to a different frame
rate (fps).
The audio track for the audio-described introduction does not need to be converted, as
it does not need to be synchronized with the film’s sound.
When the audio track producer delivers the audio tracks for audio description and
spoken subtitles, they are urged to be clear about what frame rate the audio tracks
have been recorded in (which depends on the frame rate in the screener).

3

Compress audio track files for audio description and spoken subtitles to a specific
MP3 format
The audio track files for audio description and spoken subtitles are delivered to the
post-producer (or equivalent) in uncompressed WAV format. They must be
compressed as the software calls for a specific MP3 format.
The audio track files for audio description and spoken subtitles should be in mono
MP3 format with a data rate of a constant 48 kbps. This is to make the audio
comparison package as small as possible for downloading into a mobile device, and
also the technical solution for Android will not work if the files are not in this format.
After compression, audio track files for audio description and spoken subtitles are
roughly 30 MB per hour of film per audio track file.
The audio comparison file for the audio-described introduction should also be
compressed to MP3 format, but there are no other specific requirements as far as
format is concerned.
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4

Create an audio comparison package using the software
To create an audio comparison package using the software, the post-producer (or
equivalent) must have access to these audio tracks in the specified format:
 Film audio track(s) in WAV format (1-8).
 Audio track for audio description (MP3 format)
 Audio track for spoken subtitles (MP3 format)
 Audio tracks for the audio-described introduction (MP3 format; not
obligatory)
At least one of the audio tracks for audio description and spoken subtitles respectively
is obligatory for an audio comparison package to be created.
Note that the audio-described introduction should only be sent when creating the first
audio comparison package (if more than one audio comparison packages are being
created for a film).

5

Check that the audio comparison package has been created correctly
The post-producer (or equivalent) has to quality control that the audio comparison
package has been uploaded to the storage platform (Bioguiden), and that it has been
created correctly.
The following steps are performed on a mobile device running iOS and then on a
mobile device running Android:
1. Download any of the applications for Available Cinema (the applications are
listed in section 7.1.4) to the mobile unit.
2. Check that the audio comparison package for the film is in the application.
3. Download the audio comparison package.
4. Start the film in the appropriate screening platform, so if the audio comparison
package has been created for cinema screening, run the cinema version.
5. Start playback of audio description and/or spoken subtitles, and check that they
are correctly synchronized with the film’s sound.
If the audio comparison packages do not work correctly for any reason, the audio
comparison package should be removed and recreated. An audio comparison package
can be removed by logging into the Bioguiden box office (boxoffice.bioguiden.se).
Select the “View movies” menu, find the right film (then click on “View complete”)
and remove the audio comparison package.
Examples of what can cause an audio comparison package not to work:



The audio tracks, the audio track for audio description or the audio
track for spoken subtitles, are corrupt.
The audio track files have been added to the software in the wrong
format.

NB
If a film contains sounds that are recurring (and dominant), the synchronization functionality
in the technical solution may not reliably be able to find the right place in the movie; this is
because the same sound pattern can be found in several different places. This may cause the
playback of audio description and/or spoken subtitles to jump between different points.
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One such film is Roy Andersson’s A Pigeon Sat on a Branch Reflecting on Existence/En duva
satt på en gren och funderade på tillvaron, where one of the background noises recurs quite
often at points where there is no other sound. For films like this, it may be a good idea to
remove the recurring (background) noise from the film’s audio tracks when generating the
film sound’s audio comparison file (fingerprint).

7.5 The application developer’s activities:
The application developer develops an application that can play back audio description and
spoken subtitles, synchronized with the film, using a software module integrated in the
application. This software module also communicates with Bioguiden and can download
film information and audio comparison packages.
Below is an outline of the application developer’s activities required to enable cinema-goers
to experience a film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles.
Log into boxoffice.bioguiden.se to retrieve and install the Available Cinema
software module to be integrated in the application. Login details are
available from the Swedish Film Institute.
Follow the requirements and guidelines to support
application development for Available Cinema. Available from
filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio.
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Figure 21. The application developer’s activities for Available Cinema.

Log into boxoffice.bioguiden.se to retrieve and install the Available Cinema software
module to be integrated in the application
To ensure that the application can download audio comparison packages from Bioguiden and
play back audio description and spoken subtitles synchronized with the film, a specific
software module must be integrated in the application.
The software module can be retrieved from the Bioguiden box office
(boxoffice.bioguiden.se) by logging in with a username and password which is obtained
from the Swedish Film Institute. The module can only be used on iOS and Android operating
systems.
API calls made through the software module require a username and an API key as
parameters for authenticating the software module’s communication with Bioguiden. An API
key can be found under the “User profile” menu in the Bioguiden box office after login.
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The application developer will be informed of any updates to the software module (or the
user instructions) by e-mail.
The application developer must sign a licence agreement to use the software module. The
agreement specifies, among other things, that the application must have a visible licence text
regarding an embedded third-party product. This agreement is sent out when the application
developer gains access to the software module.
Follow the requirements and guidelines to support application development for
Available Cinema.
Requirements and guidelines have been drawn up to support application development for
Available Cinema. The requirements specify how the application’s user interface should be
adapted for people with visual impairment and reading and writing difficulties respectively,
and how the application should be designed to work in the technical solution for Available
Cinema.
The requirements can be downloaded from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema
page (www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio).
1

Integrate the software module in the application
The software module is integrated into the application as an Android library file or as a
framework for iOS. More information about which functions can be called via the
software module is outlined in an API specification for the module. This can be found
in the software module package retrieved from Bioguiden.

2

Create a user interface focusing on accessibility
The user interface should be developed based on the application being easy to use for
people with visual impairment and/or those with reading and writing difficulties.
Follow the requirements and guidelines to support application development for
Available Cinema.
The application must also include the licence text for the embedded third-party
product. This licence text can be found (as a text file) in the software module package
retrieved from Bioguiden. The licence text files are called “3rdPartyLicensesiOS” and
“3rdPartyLicensesAndroid” respectively.

3

Upload the application to App Store and/or Google Play
The application should preferably be developed for both iOS and Android and
uploaded to both App Store and Google Play.
To ensure the application is searchable, the following keywords are recommended:





Available Cinema
Accessible film
Audio description
Spoken subtitles

The five applications that have already been developed in the government assignment
for Available Cinema can be used as a source of inspiration when designing new
applications. The applications are called BioHjälpen, BioPlay, MovieTalk, SubTalk
and VoiceVision.
4

Market the application
Contact cinema owners, screening organizations (such as Folkets Bio, Våra Gårdar and
Folkets Hus och Parker/National Federation of People’s Parks and Community
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Centres) and user organizations (such as the Swedish Association of the Visually
Impaired and dyslexia association Dyslexiförbundet FMLS) to demonstrate the
application, so that they in turn can recommend it to their audience/members.
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7.6 The cinema-goer’s activities
To ensure that the cinema-goer with visual impairment and/or reading and writing
difficulties can experience the film with audio description and spoken subtitles, they must
have access to a mobile device (such as a smartphone or tablet) running iOS or Android,
with earphones or headphones.
Organizations with access to equipment for live audio description may ideally continue to
arrange screenings for people WITHOUT access to their own mobile device. This is because
this equipment can be connected to a (1) mobile device, which can then play back the audio
description and/or spoken subtitles using the technical solution for Available Cinema to
everybody who has the receiver system.
Below is an outline of the cinema-goer’s activities required to enable them to experience a
film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles.
Download the preferred application for Available
Cinema. A list of applications can be found at
filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio.
THIS IS DONE BEFORE THE CINEMA-GOER ENTERS THE
AUDITORIUM
(Internet connection required)

IN THE
AUDITORIUM
Before the movie
begins
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search
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Figure 22. The cinema goer’s activities for Available Cinema.

Download the preferred application for Available Cinema
Ideally, make sure the operating system on the mobile device has been updated to the latest
version. This can be done by going to the device’s settings and searching for software
updates.
Applications for Available Cinema can be downloaded from App Store and/or Google Play.
To find the application the user can search on the keywords “Available Cinema/Tillgänglig
Bio”, “Accessible film/Tillgänglig film”, “Audio description/Syntolkning” or “Spoken
subtitles/Uppläst text”.
When downloading, it is important that the application has access to the mobile device’s
microphone.
A list of applications developed for Available Cinema can be found on the Swedish Film
Institute’s Available Cinema page (www.sfi.se/tillgangligbio).
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1

Open the application and select a film from a film list or search function
All the films in the application have support for audio description and/or spoken
subtitles. The cinema-goer can usually select a movie from a list of films being shown
at the cinema, or search for a title that may have been screened at the cinema but is
now available on DVD or television.

2

Download the right audio comparison package for the film: Cinema or
TV/DVD/VoD
A film may have several audio comparison packages, e.g. one for Cinema and one for
TV/DVD/VoD. It is important that the user downloads the right audio comparison
package for the screening platform in question.
Downloading is usually activated in the application using a button or arrow with
“Download” or “Retrieve”.

3

Open the downloaded audio comparison package and select audio description
and/or spoken subtitles
Downloaded audio comparison packages normally end up in a tab or list in the
application called “My Movies” or “Downloaded”.
For foreign films there may be support for both audio description and spoken subtitles,
while for Swedish films there is only support for audio description. This means that the
viewer of a foreign film needs to choose whether to listen to audio description or
spoken subtitles, or both.
During ongoing playback, the cinema-goer may also choose to switch on or off both
audio description and spoken subtitles, depending on what they want to listen to.

4

Activate airplane mode and connect headphones
So as not to disturb other people watching the film, it is important to activate the
mobile device’s airplane mode so as not to risk e.g. a phone call being received during
the film.
It is also important to plug the earphones/headphones into the mobile device before
playback begins to prevent any sound coming from the mobile device.

5

Start playback
Playback is started by clicking on a start/play button, which is normally illustrated in
the application as an arrow with “Start playback” or just “Play”.

Stop playback
The application also includes the ability to stop playback if the viewer wants to take a break
or simply prefers not to listen to audio description or spoken subtitles any longer. If the user
is watching the film on television and there are commercial breaks, they can stop playback
and start it again when the break is over.
Playback is stopped by clicking on a stop button, which is normally illustrated in the
application as a square or a button with “Stop playback” or just “Stop”.
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8 The Cinema’s Role in Increased Accessibility to Film
The cinema/cinema owner has an important part to play in increasing accessibility to films
at the cinema for people with various kinds of impairments.
The total solution for Available Cinema ensures that the actual film is available with support
for audio description and/or spoken subtitles, but it is just as important that the cinema
makes sure that it is physically easy to reach the cinema auditorium, and that available films
are clearly indicated in movie programmes and the like.
Thanks to the enhanced accessibility to film, new groups of cinema-goers can come to the
cinema to experience film with support for audio description and/or spoken subtitles, for
example. This means that cinema staff must be able to assist with the applications developed
for Available Cinema.
This section outlines measures that can be taken to make the cinema as accessible as
possible, considering the audience groups with impairments that will be visiting the cinema.

8.1

Cinema layout for people with impairments

The new Swedish Discrimination Act (in outline) says that if accessibility for people with
impairments can be improved via simple measures (reasonable for the kind of
business/activity in question), then it is discriminatory not to take such measures. The most
visible manifestation of this is physical accessibility, which for instance includes the layout
of the cinema building.
Here the cinema owner needs to think about how people with different kinds of impairment
can easily get to the cinema, access toilets and sales points, get to the right screen and the
right place/seat in the auditorium. The following (Swedish) websites provide support and
guidance for accessibility:





Guidance for web development (www.webbriktlinjer.se/)
Myndigheten för Delaktighet/Swedish Agency for Participation guidelines on
accessibility (www.mfd.se/tillganglighet/)
Funka nu (www.funkanu.com)
Boverket/National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (www.boverket.se)

The cinema should review and, if it is relatively simple, deal with any obstacles in the
building that may present problems for people with visual impairment, for instance.
According to the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning,13 easily
rectified obstacles must be dealt with in premises offering public access and in public
spaces. The Board’s regulations can be read in their entirety (in Swedish) in the official
regulation document14. The cinema may also bring in an accessibility consultant to assess
whether an obstacle is simple to deal with, and can also help out with an action plan.
Some examples of obstacles that are simple to deal with are small steps or minor differences
in floor level, high thresholds, absence of guide rails, heavy doors, door-openers or other
control devices that are unsuitably positioned or designed, poor lighting or poor acoustics,
inadequate contrast markings or inadequate warning markings, inadequate signage, poor
design of directional signage, absence of an induction loop or some other technical solution
in the foyer, and shortcomings in the design and placement of permanent fixtures.

13 www.boverket.se/sv/byggande/tillganglighet--bostadsutformning/tillganglighet
14 BFS 2011:13, revised 2013:9
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8.2 Information on accessible film in the film programme
It should be easier for people with different impairments to find films that are accessible,
such as whether a film has subtitles for people with hearing impairment or offers support for
audio description.
For the cinema, this means that accessible films should be clearly indicated in the film
programme (repertoire, schedule, film list or similar).
A film (or film version) may be screened with Swedish subtitles, subtitles for the hearing
impaired, Swedish speech (dubbed) or English speech (undubbed), and may offer support
for audio description and/or spoken subtitles. In Bioguiden, films are marked by text or
symbols as illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Marking/designation/symbol showing how a film is accessible.

Film available with:
Swedish subtitles

Marking/designation/symbol
Sv. txt

Subtitles for the hearing
impaired

Dövtext

Swedish speech/dubbed

Sv. tal

English speech (undubbed)

Eng. tal

Audio description
Spoken subtitles

Because Bioguiden is a central player in the film industry, cinemas should work to the same
standard. The symbols that can be used for Swedish subtitles, audio description and spoken
subtitles were developed by Sveriges Television and TV4 for accessibility services and can
be retrieved from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema page
(www.sfi.se/tillgangligbio).
To make it even easier for people with impairments to find films with specific types of
accessibility, it may be appropriate to introduce a filtering function for electronic film
programmes/schedules on websites or in mobile applications.
Film information including accessibility details for all films screened at Swedish cinemas is
available from Bioguiden via the existing web service MoviesExport. This web service is
available to cinemas that already have access to the Bioguiden admin page for repertoire
planning and reporting box office. To use MoviesExport, the cinema needs a local database
(table) that can receive this film information. Once the cinema has all the film information in
electronic form, the cinema’s own system (which generates film programmes on the
website, for example) can read this and easily provide information as to whether the film is
audio-described, for example. For more details about a solution for a specific cinema,
contact the people responsible for Bioguiden.
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8.3 Screening of commercials and information film
There will probably be an increase in the frequency and number of people with visual
impairment and people with reading and writing difficulties going to the cinema to
experience film, as Available Cinema increases accessibility to film.
8.3.1

Commercials targeting cinema-goers

To help spread the message that technology is now available to experience film with support
for audio description and/or spoken subtitles, several cinema commercials have been
produced. These commercials can be retrieved (in DCP format) from the Swedish Film
Institute’s Available Cinema page (www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio). The commercials
can be added to the cinema’s server and screened in the same way as any other commercial.
8.3.2

Information film

An information film has been produced to help cinemas inform their staff about how
Available Cinema works.
The film explains what audio description and spoken subtitles are, and what players in the
film industry have to do what to ensure that audio description and spoken subtitles for a film
can be experienced by the cinema-goer. It also gives an idea of what the cinema can do to
help the cinema-goer find a film with audio description or spoken subtitles, and what
applications can be downloaded to the cinema-goer’s mobile device.
The information film also provides details of what kinds of funding the film distributor can
apply for (via the Swedish Film Institute) to produce audio description and spoken subtitles
for a film.
The information film can be downloaded from the Swedish Film Institute’s Available
Cinema page (www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio).
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8.4 Assistance with applications for Available Cinema
Cinema-goers who wish to experience a film with support for audio description and/or
spoken subtitles with the new technology for Available Cinema must have a mobile device
such as a smartphone or tablet, along with earphones/headphones. The cinema-goer must
then download an application to their mobile device, and also download a film’s audio
comparison package via the application.
The cinema could provide assistance by:





Providing charging stations for these mobile devices to make sure the battery does
not run out during the film.
Providing WiFi in the foyer (free of charge for everyone, or for people buying a
ticket) so that the cinema-goer can download the application and the film’s audio
comparison package on site at the cinema.
Provide earphones to borrow or buy, as many cinema-goers have a smartphone but
may not always remember to bring their earphones to the cinema.
Provide mobile devices with an application pre-installed.

The technical solution for Available Cinema may gradually generate further applications.
These will work in a similar way, but their design could vary significantly. Consequently,
this Industry Standard cannot describe in detail how every application works. However, for
the cinema-goer it is important to be able to get help using an application. One way of
providing this help could be for cinema staff to agree on a suitable application, which they
can then recommend and ensure they are fully up to date with how it works. A list of
developed applications can be found on the Swedish Film Institute’s Available Cinema page
(www.filminstitutet.se/tillgangligbio).
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9 Appendices
Appendix 1. DCI Specification, version 1.2 with Errata as of 30 August 2012 incorporated.
Appendix 2. Requirements and guidelines for producing audio tracks for audio description
and spoken subtitles for Available Cinema, version 1.0.
Appendix 3. Requirements and guidelines to support application development for Available
Cinema; version 1.0.
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